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had two sets of purposes in his
Walden experiment, one of which
mightbe labeled "agrarian" and the
other "ecological." In the agrarian stancethathe had absorbed
froma range of sources-Virgil, Cato, Jefferson,the communal reform movements that were emerging thicklyin the
1840s-he envisioned both an economic and a domesticalternative to the course of modern industriallife in America, a
means by which he could regain control of the daily life that
increasinglyentangling social expectations had taken from
him. In his ecological orientation he hoped to found more
securely the vision of cosmic harmony that he had received
from Emerson and from Emerson's own Romantic sources,
locatingand knowing"byexperience" the sublimityof lifethat
seemed so doubtful to many of his contemporaries.
Thoreau's deepest hope, one that permeates the texts
from the Walden years, is that these purposes would not be
found to be contradictory.Yet he recognized the prevalent
divergence between an agrarian use of the world and an ecological knowledge of it. At Walden he hoped to stem that
divergence; the book's emphases on directnessand factuality
were strategiesto hold use and knowledge in a unified solu9ZIREAU
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tion. "If you stand rightfrontingand face to face to a fact,"he
"you willsee the sun
declared, withas much hope as certainty,
glimmeron both itssurfaces,as ifitwere a cimeter,and feelits
sweet edge dividing you through the heart and marrow,and
so you will happily conclude your mortal career."' This odd
but compelling image of knowledge and death, the envisioning of a crucifixionbefore factuality,captures his conviction
thatthe Walden experimentis a game of high stakes,a life-ordeath proposition, and that its deepest object is the difficult
reconciliation of contradictoryimpulses, the glimmer from
differentsurfacesthatthe rightstance willallow one to attain.
"Let us spend one day as deliberatelyas Nature," he urged (p.
97), and much of the work of Waldenis to present us with
realized images of how this mightbe done. The depiction of
Thoreau's daily work and activities,whichconstitutemuch of
the book's texture,are the textual equivalents of thisorientation to facticityin which Thoreau dramatizes his own pursuit
of a redeeming reality.Among the more notable of these moments is his descriptionof fieldwork in "The Bean-Field," in
which the farmer's necessary labor is used to illustratethe
possible convergence of agrarian practice and ecological
knowledge. It stands as one of the loci of energyin Waldeninto
which much intellectual effortis poured, and out of which
much new energy is finallygenerated.

Even though Thoreau was a farmer in
only a limited sense at Walden, his stay there can be understood in many senses as an agrarian experiment, as several
influentialcriticshave noted. Sherman Paul referredto Waldenas in part "a modern epic of farming,"noting"The BeanField" chapter as "an example of Thoreau's idea of organic
social reform,of the reformthat returned to the economy of
nature rather than to economy,"one that also entailed "selfreform."Leo Marx analyzed it as a "report of an experiment
in transcendentalpastoralism,"weighing the extent to which
I Henry David Thoreau, Walden,ed. J. Lyndon Shanley (Princeton: Princeton
Univ. Press, 1971), p. 98 (furtherreferencesto thiswork appear in the text).
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Thoreau both affirmedand circumscribedthe pastoral impulse.2 Thoreau was not alone among his contemporariesin
sensing the socially redemptive possibilitiesof the agrarian
life.As Robert D. Richardson,Jr.,noted, Thoreau established
his residence at the pond in the same year that the National
ReformAssociation was founded, an organizationled by Horace Greeley that was devoted to the preservation of public
lands for the mission of the small farmer.Broadly Jeffersonian in its aims, witha fundamentalcommitmentboth to the
economic and ethicaladvantages of thesmall farm,theorgania culturalethos of
zation can be said to embody institutionally
which Waldenis an importantexpression.3
Thoreau's account of his plans makes it clear that he
conceived his retreatpartlyas a trialat farming."Wishing to
earn ten or twelve dollars by some honest and agreeable
method," he explained, he cultivated some two-and-a-half
acres "chieflywithbeans, but also a small part withpotatoes,
corn, peas, and turnips"(p. 54). The experimentaland potentially impermanent nature of his stay militated against his
conceiving it wholly in the rootedly Jeffersonianterms of
subsistence farming.His descriptionof what he regarded as
his near mistake in negotiatingfor the purchase of the Hollowell Farm suggests his fear of the entanglements that a
permanent commitmentto a particularfarmmightbring: "I
even had the refusal of several farms,-the refusal was all I
wanted,-but I never got myfingersburned by actual possession" (p. 82). His Walden acreage, borrowed fromEmerson,
2
Paul, The ShoresofAmerica:Thoreau'sInwardExploration(Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press, 1958), pp. 294, 33 1; and Marx, The Machinein theGarden:Technology
and
thePastoralIdeal in America(New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1964), p. 242. For an
importantrefinementof Marx's approach to Waldenas an example of pastoralism,
see James S. Tillman, "The Transcendental Georgic in Walden,"ESQ: AJournalofthe
AmericanRenaissance,21 (1975), 137-41, who argues that Waldenis "a Transcendental version of the georgic" (p. 137). Also importantto thisinquiryis Lawrence Buell's
assessment of the ideology of pastoralismin America, whichstressesthe "duality"of
the pastoral impulse as both "counterinstitutional
and institutionally
sponsored" (see
"American Pastoral Ideology Reappraised," AmericanLiteraryHistory,1 [1989], 20).
3 See Richardson, HenryDavid Thoreau: A Life of theMind (Berkeley: Univ. of
California Press, 1986), pp. 149-50. Richardson includes agrarian reform among
three "public contexts" for the Walden experiment, also including the rise of the
utopian communal experiments and the Mexican War withthe associated building
of the slaverycrisis.
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and richer in scenery than in humus, suited his needs more
closely, even if it failed some fundamental agrarian tests.
"One farmer said that it was 'good for nothing but to raise
cheeping squirrels on,' " Thoreau remembered,but he made
its marginalityinto his own advantage: "I put no manure on
thisland, not being the owner,but merelya squatter,and not
expecting to cultivateso much again, and I did not quite hoe
it all once" (p. 54). For Thoreau, the point was not to repeat
the mistakes of most of the farmers he saw around him,
whose lives were owned by the requirementsof their farms.
His Walden acreage, he believed, could answer his needs
withoutbecoming an impediment to the spiritualrestructuring of his life that he was also undertaking.
Even under these rigidlybounded conditions,Thoreau's
farmingwas an importantpart of his experiment,and eventually a prominent part of his narrative.Early versionsof what
came to be Walden,delivered firstas lectures, included an
account of "White Beans and Walden Pond."4 The final text
of Waldenis saturated withreferencesto the work of farming
and the attitudes of farmers,against which Thoreau is constantlymeasuring his own work and life. These references
disclose an unresolved tension in Thoreau's thinking.On the
one hand he sees farmingas potentiallysalvific,an ennobling
and empowering formof work that cuts against the grain of
the social malaise thatcharacterizesmuch of modern American society.His act of retiringto the countryand farmingit,
and the prominence he gives to his agrarian work in the text,
are signs of his fundamental faith in countrylife as a valid
social alternative.Despite his attackson the farmers'misuse
of their resources, Thoreau recognizes the potential of the
farm as a means of economic self-sufficiency.
This is of particularimportance to him because he offersin Waldenone of
our earliest warnings against an incipientconsumer culture,
depicting agrarian life as a potential insulation fromit: "Every New Englander mighteasily raise all his own breadstuffs
in this land of rye and Indian corn, and not depend on distant and fluctuatingmarketsfor them" (p. 63).
4 See Stephen Adams and Donald Ross, Jr.,RevisingMythologies:
The Composition
of Thoreau'sMajor Works(Charlottesville:Univ. Press of Virginia, 1988), pp. 54-55.
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But in contrast to this view of farming'spotential as an
alternativeto the developing marketplace economic culture,
Thoreau also recognized thatin practiceit was usually a form
of enslaving drudgery. In fact,Thoreau's critique in Walden
of the ordinary patterns of life seems to focus most directly
on the farmers,who represented to him the Concord middle
class.5 Thoreau characterizes them as victimsof their own
greed and short-sightedness,individuals who have ironically
defeated themselvesthroughtheirmisguided strivingforbetterment:"I see young men, mytownsmen,whose misfortune
it is to have inherited farms,houses, barns, cattle,and farming tools; for these are more easily acquired than got rid of"
(p. 5). The farm is here depicted as a kind of prison, a burden that requires thatone's prioritiesbe bent to itsdemands.
"Who made them serfsof the soil?" he asks pointedly,playing
against the American self-conceptionof its democratic culture anchored in the libertyof the freehold farmer: "Why
should theyeat their sixtyacres, when man is condemned to
eat only his peck of dirt? Why should they begin digging
their graves as soon as they are born?" (p. 5). The analogy
between field work and grave digging, between labor and
death, is a powerful challenge to the assumptions that had
enshrined the work of farming with a moral authorityin
American culture.
Thoreau chooses the analogy witha fullsense of its provocative nature and a clear understanding that he is undermining the social sanction that farmingenjoyed in American
culture. "But men labor under a mistake," he argues; "the
better part of the man is soon ploughed into the soil for
compost" (p. 5). The metaphor of compost expresses vividly
the process by which the farmer is broken down and consumed by the farmhe presumablyowns. The invertednature
of thisrelationshipbetween farmand farmerepitomizesThoreau's general critique of the exaggerated relative importance of material possessions, and it emphasizes the factthat
5 For an important discussion of Thoreau's complicated attitude toward farm
life, see Leonard Neufeldt's treatmentof his relationshipwith his boyhood friend
Joseph Hosmer, a farmerin the Concord area, in" 'We Never Agreed ... in Hardly
Anything': Henry Thoreau and Joseph Hosmer," ESQ: A Journalof theAmerzcan
Renaissance, 35 (1989), 85-107.
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the dynamic of ownership or possession is often inverted in
modern life. The laboring man thus "has no time to be any
thing but a machine" (p. 6); and this loss of purpose, this
absence of any sense of higher endeavor, casts a pall on daily
life. "The mass of men," he concludes, "lead lives of quiet
desperation" (p. 8).
Thoreau's initial counterstance to this bleak picture of
farm life as imprisoning drudgery is that of the loafer, and
Waldencontains an amusing series of momentsin which Thoreau thumbshis nose at the conventionalstandardsof responsible hard work.6"What demon possessed me that I behaved
so well?" he asks ironically(p. io). His well-knowndescriptions of his Walden occupations, such as "reporterto a journal, of no verywide circulation,"and "self-appointedinspector of snow stormsand rain storms"(p. i8), are a calculated
mockeryof the farmer'swork ethic. "I have had an eye to the
unfrequented nooks and corners of the farm," he explains
slyly(p. i8), his preference for geographical margins being
the correlative of his intent to step away from the pull of
conventional expectations, especially as they concern work.
Thoreau consciously attempted to protecthimselffrom
any rigid daily schedule, and in Waldenhe emphasized a qualityof openness and spontaneity,especiallyin his depiction of
his responses to the natural world. His statedpreferencefora
"broad margin" to his lifemeant that"therewere timeswhen I
could not affordto sacrificethe bloom of the presentmoment
to any work, whether of the head or hands" (p. 11i). Some
morningshe did not hoe beans, but "sat in mysunnydoorway
from sunrise till noon, rapt in a revery,"findingthis giftof
time and acceptance an importantenhancement to his life: "I
grew in those seasons like corn in the night,and theywere far
betterthan any work of the hands would have been" (p. 11 i).
But then again, many morningsduring thatfirstyear he
did hoe beans, and his crop of nine bushels and twelvequarts
is evidence of at least a moderate degree of diligence. It is with
6 Despite these examples, Thoreau's attitude toward the American work ethic
was a complicated one. Robert Sattelmeyerhas discussed Thoreau's ambivalence
about fishingas an activitythat was free from the routines of daily work, but that
also garnered "cultural disapproval" for its tendency to flaunt the standards of
responsible hard work ("'The True Industry for Poets': Fishing with Thoreau,"
ESQ: A JournaloftheAmerzcanRenazssance,33 [ 1987], 19 ).
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at least some pride that he mentions that "when they were
growing, I used to hoe from five o'clock in the morning till
noon" (p. i6i). Loafing did constitutean important counterstatementto the debilitatingworkethicof the farmer,but it
was not Thoreau's onlyresponse. His nonchalance about work
explains only one side of his strategyforcounteringthe work
ethic, for in another sense he remained deeply committedto
it. As Paul noted in discussingThoreau's reactionto plans for
utopian reform,he never relentedin his beliefthatwork,both
physicaland moral, was the necessarymeans of reform:"The
price of virtue stillhad to be paid in the immemorialway,by
the sweat of the brow" (Paul, p. 153). In WaldenThoreau
aimed not to deny the absolute claimsof work,but to reformulate the spiritand awareness in which work is conducted. He
hoped to demonstratethatmoral self-fashioningrequired an
unremittingspirituallabor, and thatthe physicallabor necessary to sustain our daily lives must also be considered as an
integralpart of thislarger patternof spiritualwork."To affect
the quality of the day, that is the highestof arts,"he declared
(p. go), and such change necessarilyimplied both a new mode
of self-conceptionand a change of perception thatwould entail a reformulationof the quality of daily labor.

Thoreau's reformulationof labor was enabled by his nurturingof what we might call the ecological
orientationof his consciousness. Ecology was not a termavailable to Thoreau, but it has come to express forour centurya
direction of thinkingin which he was an originatingparticipant.7I use it here to express the dramaticallyenlarged frame
of reference that Waldenadduces in its depictions of the human observation of, and interactionwith,the natural world.
This changed mode of interactionwiththe world is of particular importance in dictatingthe valuation of labor and other
economic activities.While one mayat firstconsidertheecologi7 On the origins of the term "ecology,"and an amusing account of his mistaken
effortto attributeit to Thoreau, see WalterHarding, "Thoreau's Text and Murphy's
Law," ESQ: A JournaloftheAmerzcan
Renazssance,33 (1987), 207-8.
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Cal consciousness as a perceptual or epistemologicalconcept,
its deepest implicationsare ethical,and quite specificallyeconomic. Yet Thoreau often arrives at the ethical and the economic by way of the poetic. "It was no longer beans that I
hoed, nor I thathoed beans," he saysat one pointin describing
his morning work (p. 159). This mutual elision of identitiesis
an importantsign of Thoreau's broadening of concern and of
perception,which breaks throughthe usual hierarchicalrelationship between the observing and use-making self and the
observed and used object. The cultivationof this capacity of
knowing,the foundation of an ecological sensitivity,
informs
the agrarian aim of Walden,representingthe larger spiritual
and ethical attainmentthat is Thoreau's dearest hope. A descriptionof the development of thisconsciousnessis in a sense
a descriptionof the entiretextof Walden,since Thoreau's aim
was to find the words that would communicate this enlargement of vision to his readers. It is epitomized in the famous
discussion in "Spring" of the "sand foliage"on thebanks of the
deep cut forthe railroad tracks,in whichthe human body,the
organic world, and the earth itselfare shown to be a single
evolving entity.8But it is importantto remember how deeply
thatvision of wholeness is grounded in the minuteparticulars
of Thoreau's observation and the detail of his description.
The delicacy and precision of his seeing and knowingat that
moment exemplifythe state of awareness, or conditionof being "awake," thathe had hoped to recover at Walden. "Moral
reform is the effortto throw off sleep," he had explained;
"whyis it thatmen give so poor an account of theirday ifthey
have not been slumbering?"(p. go).
The state of being "awake" is Thoreau's most pointed
metaphor for the enlargement of perspective that is fundamental to his ecological stance. Its antithesis,the condition of
slumber,implies a world of eventsand objects fromwhichthe
mind is cut off in isolation. In this sense, Thoreau's acts of
8 The importance of the sand foliage description in "Spring" has long been
recognized as a key to understanding Thoreau's vision in Walden.Important readings include Paul, pp. 346-49; Richardson, pp. 310-13; and Gordon Boudreau, The
Roots of "Walden"and the Treeof Life (Nashville: Vanderbilt Univ. Press, 1990), pp.
105-34.
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observationalwaysimplyan act ofjoining, a discoveryof some
fundamental quality of relatedness. His observation of the
sand foliage, for instance,moves him to thinkin termsof the
body: "What is man but a mass of thawingclay?The ball of the
human finger is but a drop congealed" (p. 307). Even his
fancifuldescriptionsof the trumpingof bullfrogsaround the
pond-"tr-r-r-oonk,tr-r-r-oonk,
tr-r-r-oonk!"-isgivena humorously human context, as the bullfrogsare presented as "ancient wine-bibbersand wassailers" (p. 126), passing the cup in
increasinglysodden drunkenness. The passage tells us more
about Thoreau than it does about bullfrogs,for his fanciful
description exemplifies the acutely alert and energetically
charged consciousness that he strivesto maintain at Walden.
Thoreau's rhetoric of wakefulness is intended to make
us aware of the rich networkof affinitiesthat constitutesthe
interlacing of human experience and the natural world. In
one vivid metaphorical articulationof this connection, Thoreau referred to his head as "an organ for burrowing, as
some creatures use theirsnout and fore-paws,"and declared
his intention to "mine and burrow my way through these
hills" (p. 98). The search for precious ore, typifying
a human
in
preoccupation, is here spoken of the same phrase withthe
animal-likeact of burrowingin the earth. Both of these operations signifythe delving of the mind into nature, a metaphoric surrender and burial whose object is both to know the
earth and to be one with it. We may initiallyconsider an
image of burial as one of diminishment,but Thoreau's implication is quite the opposite. "I think that the richestvein is
somewhere hereabouts" (p. 98), he declares, ending the paragraph on a note of active expectation. His intellect,reformulated to the discipline of being "awake," has joined him to the
world, and the array of meanings that such a joining entails
are suggested by the multiplyingsenses of mining,burrowing, and burial for the human entryinto nature.

Thoreau's concern with the promise of
agrarian life and his parallel concern withan expansive eco-
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logical way of knowing come together in his representation
of his work in the beanfield, a significantassertion of the
possibilityof a union between labor and knowledge. It is
important to realize that the descriptive paragraph at the
center of "The Bean-Field" chapter (pp. 158-60), which is
my focus here, begins with a reference to another form of
digging in the earth, which as we have seen carries a heavy
metaphorical significancein the text. Thoreau refers to his
work of drawing "a still freshersoil about the rows with my
hoe," an act thatbringsnutrimentnot only to his beans but to
himselfas well. For a nation founded on the taxing,incessant
labor of clearing, plowing, planting,cultivating,and harvesting, Americans have had surprisinglyfewliteraryrepresentations of field work, a subject that most aspiring writershave
regarded as decidedly unpromising territory.Thoreau's refusal to gloss over the effortit takes to get nine bushels of
beans from an unfertilizedfield, frequented by a voracious
woodchuck, is thereforeimportantboth in its honest factualityand in itsdepiction of such work as an appropriate literary
and ethical subject.
Perhaps most significantto the poetic representationof
this work is the discoverythat Thoreau makes with his hoe:
"I disturbed the ashes of unchronicled nations who in primeval years lived under these heavens, and their small implements of war and hunting were brought to the light of this
modern day" (p. 158). Thoreau was well known in his Concord circle for his knowledge of Indian artifactsand Indian
culture, and his discoveryof such artifactshere is significant.
It serves firstto remind us of the historicalfact of the displacement of the Indian fromthe land: a descendant of Europeans here cultivates a field that had formerlysustained a
communityof nativeAmericans. Thoreau's discoveryis therefore an initial sign of the gulf between the cultures, but it
ultimatelyserves to suggestthe bridge between Thoreau himself and the cultures that have been linked to the land before
him. As Thoreau recognizes, the presence of these remnants
places his work in a much extended temporal framework,
transformingan ordinary,and some mighteven say irksome,
task into a mode of communion withina larger human fam-
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ily.In this way the day's customaryand routine activitiesare
represented as life-sustaining.They are necessary,as economic acts, for the maintenance of life at the level of commodity,and they also show Thoreau the worker his place in
the fabric of human history. His connection with these
"unchronicled nations" sacramentallydeepens his humanity
by returninghim to the fundamentalworkthathas sustained
the human race.
Waldenis of course steeped in allusions to historicaltexts
and events, all of which attempt to universalize its message
and ground it in a larger history.But to discover thisgrounding in common field work,in the hoeing of beans, is perhaps
a more dramatic statementof the commonalityof the human
enterprise. It is, moreover, significantthat the "ashes" he
disturbsare those of "unchronicled nations": Thoreau's work
itselfbecomes a form of reading and reportingthe "chronicle" of their past, the earth serving as a text from which he
uncovers meaning, his verylabor an enactmentof theirstory.
As Thoreau uncovers this buried narrative of human
life, he also reformulateshis importantearlier trope of the
farmer's cultivation of the earth as a form of burial. "Why
should they begin digging their graves as soon as they are
born?" he had asked, meaning thatthe farmer'swork,and by
extension much of the work of modern life, was a form of
slow death: "The better part of the man is soon ploughed
into the soil for compost" (p. 5). These buried ashes, the
remnants of fire-but also, by implication,the ashes of the
men and women who built those fires-force him to see the
death of farmersin a new and not entirelytragic light. The
''compost" that these ashes represent suggeststhe process by
which successive generations have rejoined themselvesto the
earth, not only through their deaths but through their lives
and works as well. The earlier allusions to the degrading and
tragic implications of the farmer's plowing himselfinto the
ground have here become somethingmore ennobling: Thoreau uncovers with his hoe a purpose and dignity that
stretchesacross generations and cultures. And these generations and cultures find a common point of reference in the
,earthitself.
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As the allusion to the Indian ashes suggests, hoeing
beans is a particularlysuggestive activityfor Thoreau, the
reverie thatoftenaccompanies repetitivephysicallabor proving in this case to be a rich imaginative resource. Linking
Thoreau's thoughtfulattitude toward his work in the field
with meditative practices anchored in the American Indian
religious traditions, Robert F. Sayre has noted that "the
beanfield and beans were teachers"; and Stanley Cavell,
among others, has shown persuasively that hoeing serves
Thoreau as a metaphor forwritingand forreading: "For the
writer'shoe, the earth is a page."9 Thoreau's uncovering of
the remnantsof Indian cultures withhis hoe is an instanceof
such learning, reading, and writing,a chroniclingof the past
in which he himselfis absorbed into the narrativehe uncovers. But it is importantto keep in mind thatThoreau's hoe is
a tool for cultivation,whatever other metaphoricidentitiesit
might attain; his discoveryof these remnantsties him to the
human narrativein the firstinstance as a cultivator,the performerof an ancient but never completed labor.
Thoreau therefore makes much of the distinctionbetween labor and leisure as he hoes, finding his work less
drudgery than diversion and cultivatingnot only his beans
but his awareness of his surroundings: "When my hoe tinkled against the stones, that music echoed to the woods and
the sky, and was an accompaniment to my labor which
yielded an instantand immeasurable crop" (p. 159). Work is
hereby transformedinto a celebratorymusic making,and he
comes to see the "crop" or end product of his work as the
process of work itself.The "music of the hoe" remindshim of
his "acquaintances who had gone to the city to attend the
9 Sayre, Thoreau and the AmericanIndians (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press,
1977), p. 75; and Cavell, The Sensesof"Walden":An ExpandedEdition(San Francisco:
North Point Press, 1981), p. 25. Thoreau's mindfulness of working in the fields
previously inhabited by Indians is one example of his belief that the Indian was
importantto what Philip F. Gura has called his search for "representativemen" (see
"Thoreau's Maine Woods Indians: More RepresentativeMen," AmericanLiterature,
49 [1977], 366-84). On the metaphoric quality of Thoreau's work, see Paul, who
notes that the work in the beanfield "could easily represent the creative process of
the romanticartist"(p. 33 i); and FrederickGarber, Thoreau'sRedemptzve
Imagination
(New York: New York Univ. Press, 1977), pp. 133-34, who discusses the work with
the beans in termsof the artist'sattemptto work through his material.
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oratorios," who he can now consider "with as much pity as
pride" (p. 159), having himselfdiscovered a truer entertainment arising organicallyfromthe rhythmof his daily activity.
Midway through his description of his work Thoreau
speaks of the "night-hawk"that "circled overhead," a skyward shiftof his heretoforeearth-focusedvision. The hawk
falls "with a swoop and a sound as if the heavens were rent,
torn at last to very rags and tatters"(p. 159), and the bird's
sweeping flightexpands the spatial framewithinwhich Thoreau performshis labor. He sees the hawk's soaring and diving as gestures of expansion that balance the digging and
delving of his hoe. The heavens remain "a seamless cope"
despite the power of the hawk as it rips through the air, for
such power, however superficiallydisruptive it may seem,
remains in fundamental harmonywiththe larger framework
of earth and sky. For Thoreau, the hawk is "graceful and
slender like ripples caught up from the pond, as leaves are
raised by the wind to floatin the heavens." This is more than
ornamental poetic description,for it indicates the profound
likeness of the forms and processes of nature. "Such kindredship is in Nature," Thoreau says (p. 159), reflectingboth
the hawk's likeness to other natural thingsand his own sense
of kinship withthe thingsaround him.
The night-hawkis one of what soon becomes a throngof
creatures that populate the frame of Thoreau's picture. He
observes "a pair of hen-hawks"whose "soaring and descending, approaching and leaving one another" seems to be "the
imbodiment of my own thoughts." Those thoughts are not
sequentially rational, it is importantto note, and theirerratic
ebb and flow,their lack of predictable pattern,suggests the
freedom of reverie that his labor yields. Such surging and
turningthoughtsare those of a poet or a writerof the imagination, who is capable of revelingin pure energyeven at the
price of an organized or rationalized form.When the imagination is freed, suggestionsand traces of the exotic can come
even from the most unlikelysources, as when "fromunder a
rotten stump" he turns up "a sluggish portentous and outlandish spotted salamander, a trace of Egyptand the Nile, yet
our contemporary" (p. 159).
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The expansive direction of the passage is the reflection
of the growing energy of Thoreau's imagination as he pursues his labor, and it suggeststhe growingweb of connections
with life in all its forms that becomes apparent to him
through his work.1oThis is a crucial moment in Walden,a
binding together of Thoreau's agrarian with his ecological
experiment, a union whose catalystis the most fundamental
and prosaic aspect of agrarian life-the repetitiveand physically taxing labor of the hands and back that it requires.
Thoreau willredeem the lifeof the farmnot onlyon the level
of theory,in which he calls the motivesof the typicalfarmer
into question, but on the level of sweat as well, by illustrating
the redemptive possibilityof work itself.
It is of course important to remember that Thoreau's
work transpires within a frameworkof reformed economic
objectives,free fromthe interpositionof exploitation.He will
later discuss his meetingwiththe Irish immigrantJohn Field,
who "worked 'bogging' for a neighboringfarmer,turningup
a meadow with a spade or bog hoe at the rate of ten dollars
an acre and the use of the land withmanure forone year" (p.
204). There is littlethatis redeeming or imaginativelyexpansive in Field's situation,as Thoreau franklyrecognized. The
celebration of labor that we find in "The Bean-Field" is tied
closely to the social experimentalism that Thoreau's life at
Walden represented. Labor in and of itselfmay well be unable to overcome oppressive social conditionsor relationships
that are exploitative. But Thoreau is also intentto show that
the work of the hoe is not necessarilydrudgery either,and
thatany formof social change must entail a conception of the
necessity and dignity of work, and even of its beauty and
intrinsic satisfaction.

The labor thatThoreau performswithhis hoe is superficially similar to that of most Concord farmers,but Thoreau
10
As H. Daniel Peck has noted in Thoreau'sMorningWork:Memoryand Perception
in "A Weekon the Concordand MerrimackRivers," theJournal,and "Walden" (New
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1990), the "urgent work of perception" constitutesThoreau's most importantproject in Waldenand in the Journals (p. 162). In this sense,
the work in the beanfield, which opens Thoreau more completelyto the life in the
field around him, provides the context for that larger perception and stands as an
importantmeans to his achievement of his "morningwork."
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has represented thatlabor to his readers, and to himself,as a
qualitativelydifferententerprise. His work is not an act of
resignation or desperation, and he is not a "serf" to the soil
thathe works. He has a demanding crop of beans to nurture
and cultivate-and he remembers to tell us what he sold
them for-but he also has a freedom of mind about his work
that originates in the economic freedom his Walden experiment represents. His beans, linked as theyare to his plan for
his life at the pond, are part of his independent means; his
spiritof independence, conversely,allows him to find in his
agrarian labor a more expansive vision of his belonging in
the natural world. That belonging is rooted in work, the
structuredexpression of his own creaturelynecessityto survive and flourish.
In his work in the beanfield Thoreau therefore found
the conceptual and experiential link between his hope to live
in the world freelyand his drive to know the world ecologically. The work rooted him, an expression of his necessary
search for sustenance, even as his beans were themselves
rooted in a similar search. The gradual process of selfrecognition that the work in the beanfield records is augmented by the way his own agrarian work mirrorsthatof the
lost, unchronicled nations he discovers withhis hoe, his work
coming to provide that missing chronicle through a recreation of the same experience.
Despite its mordant mockery of most forms of human
toil, Waldenis nevertheless a book that attemptsto redeem
the concept of work,using the open and thoughtfulresponse
to bodily necessity,the foundationof our economic identities,
as a means of spiritualredemption. The harmony that Thoreau believes he hears when his hoe hitsthe stone and debris
in the beanfield is the confirmingsignal that work has transfigured itself into art of the 'highest kind, that which can
"carve and paint the very atmosphere and medium through

which we look" (p. go).
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